The way I'm writing the chapter: I'm recounting the sequence of events and using the NEADS timeline
from Col. Marr to help me with that. I'm also borrowing from transcripts between the FAA and NEADS
controllers.
But recounting the events is not enough. I want to show fog of war, how quick decisions were made as this
massive SCATANA effort was going on. So, I'm a little fuzzy on SCATANA and when order was given to
kill if necessary. What can you tell me about that order from Gen. Eberhart? And to your knowledge, did it
come after the FAA declared a ground hold and told airliners to land?
Don't remember seeing timeline on when SCATANA was declared - NORAD may have it in
database
Occurred less than 2 hours after the first eventAn hour and 17 min. from l" plane into wtc until united 93 crashed - had not declared scatana at
that particular time to my knowledge
Minetta in wh w/vp, both in basement together .... Recommendation
Guy fairly young in sys says we need to stop all take offs (this is faa guy), land everything at nearest
suitable airport.
Minetta concurred from white house
Don't know if that occurred before or after 93, but close to that time frame
Very rapidly we had stopped all takeoffs and landings prob right after 2nd plane hit
Then vp declared wawsh., d.c. airspace a free-fire zone
That occurred I think w/in 5 min. after united 93 had crashed
Timeline - actual presidential declaration occurred 5 min. after united 93

I believe, faa was able to land evdrything in 4 hours - they turned everything back around, coming into u.s.
from europe or landed in Canada - were able to put all commercial aviaiton down in 4 hours, not to say
some light general aviation aircraft still flying, ther were, but only a few
About the 21 planes reportedly missing. Can you clarify that? Would that be across CONUS or include
trans-Atlantic flights and at what point was that?
Started w/delta flight - we wrote them down on the board as they occurred, that's why we knew 21 happenign fast and furious for awhile but the last one ocurred just prior to president taking off from offut.
airplane from madrid
Timeframe was somewhere around 4 hours
Had all airplanes down in 4 hours and had confirmatin that nothing else was coming in, that is whenpres
elected to head back to Washington, d.c.
Even before this thing was over, there were other airplanes called hijacked, some of confusion that
surrounded ual 93 was that there was a delta flight, that eventually landed in Cleveland htat had been called
potentitally hijacked
We were wathinc both, as best we could, wathcing positin of ual 93 and delta flight and as both of these
airplanes are maneuvering around, concerned about where this airplane is going, clevelenad, detroit.
Chicago
When col. Marr talked about sridge aircraft, at one x, we had what looked like a vector going toward detroit

Making an effort to show fog and friction of war. Can you characterize some of your decisions during the
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tragedy. For instance, Col. Marr told me he got clearance from you to shoot down an airliner. Then you
later got the clearance from President Bush? Can you go into detail about that? I'm trying to intelligently
state that before 93 crashed, the pilots had clearance to kill if need be and that was on your authority as
CONR commander...
What are some other decisions you and the others had to make?
Who was on that initial conference call, you, exercise staff and sector commanders?
Had our d.o. on conference call along w/three sector commanders in myself
At end of day, sat down and drew circles around cities, told eberhart on orbit at 15 locations, operating out
of 26 diffemet sites, fighters only, but of course tankers and awacs aircraft in support of this thing
The 15 sites turned out to be 16 sites - the bad news was, from an af positin, don't like to give out false
info
Policy became: protect 16 population centers in the early days, after we came down off orbit after first
couple of days, we had to repositioon our fighters in some cases to be on alert and in closer proximity to
poulation centers

Understand that later you joined the national domestic threat conference call, but that was after all 4 had
crashed, right? Who told you about that, the NORAD J3 Rick Fenley ... what is that rank and/or title?

We were reacting off emergency powers- roe under an emergeny situ would allow region
commander to make that call
So many called potentially hijacked, pilots not responding right away to instructions
Likely grounding order occurred prior to ual 93
When delta airline landed in cleve, that cleared up for the moment our cncems about that airplane then we
began to get a picture that that airplane was no headed toward Washington. D.c.
I was inclined to push forward and move aircraft toward 93 and col. Marr & others suggested that we didn't
need to do that right away, needed to hold them over wash., d.c. in case there was another aircraft

About rules of engagement on 9/11 ... some say they were written as the day went along. Would you
agree? Why or why not?
We had special roe for this thing, esentially roe became more strict than we would have had even during
warx or peceimt
In past, if a target declared hostile, the sector commander could declare target hostile in emergency and hve
shootdown authority, also have provisions for self defense that allow a pilot to shoot someone down if he
saw that aircraft was going to harm him or someone on the ground or in the air
Those roe were stripped - pres. Chose to restrict people who would have authority to order shootdown of
an aircraft, we were talking about shooting down civilian airplane w/innocent passengers on board
ROE more restricted - in heat of battle, everyone would question - as day wore in, it became clear this was
not situation as usual
Much more restrictive ROE -
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Over D.C., remember, the pres had declared wash. D.c. and national capital region to be a free fire
zone, so in that regard, that is very unprecedented, meant if a pilot saw an airplane w-in 30 mile
radius of wash., d.c. and couldn't determine it wasn't a doctor flying back to hometown, thatpilot
was not only allowed to, but was considered that he could shoot that airplane down
30-mile zone, a free-fire zone - by presence they could be declared hostile and shot down

Can you make sure I have this straight: If normal procedures had taken place that
morning, Powell probably wouldn't have taken that phone call. Normally, the FAA
would have contacted officials at the NMCC at Pentagon who would have contacted
NORAD. The Secretary of Defense would have had to approve the use of military
assets to assist in a hijacking, always considered a law enforcement issue. (Interview
with MGen Arnold) But nothing was normal on Sept. 11, 2001, and many admit the
traditional chain of command wasn't always followed to get the job done.
National Military Command Center - is that its proper name?
headed west. "We don't have fighters that way and we think he's headed toward Detroit
or Chicago," Marr says. "I'm thinking Chicago is the target and know that Selfridge
(Mich.) Air National Guard Base has F-16s in the air. We contacted them so they could
head off 93 at the pass. The idea is to get in there, close in on him and convince him to
turn. ... As United Airlines Flight 93 was going out, we received the clearance to kill if
need be. In fact the (Maj. Gen. Arnold's) words almost verbatim were: 'We will take lives
in the air to save lives on the ground. '

Describe importance of other two air defense sectors on 9/11. How did they help?
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Interview with Maj Gen Arnold and Leslie Filson
Tape Side A
F: Here's where we left General Arnold, for the record I'll just say it's September 11th,
2002. A fitting day for this I guess. Where we left off before we were talking about the
response at NEADS and throughout CONR and that it was incredible. I asked you how
you would characterize the job everyone did and you said you were astonished although
you shouldn't have been at how well and how smooth it was. So that is my question, the
response at NEADS and throughout all of CONR was great and how would you
characterize that job?
A: Again, you shouldn't be astonished because there really was an evolutionary process
that had occurred over the past number of years. There was a time when CONR Continental United States Norad Region really did not have something that we identified
as an Air Operations Center, but during General Killey's regime at the suggestion of
General Ashy, he said what you really ought to have here is an Air Operations Center.
So General Killey started moving in that direction while I was down there as the vice
commander of CONR. Al Gereno was the DO at the time, Al has extensive experience in
the expeditionary air business which would make it ideal for understanding how to run an
Air Operations Center. The stroke of luck for me was just about the time we did the
change of command in December of 1997, shortly after that I had trouble getting a
replacement for a DO. The Air Force was not forthcoming with anyone and during a
meeting I went to, a meeting of pilots, it's called the Dedelians (?) Col Al Scott was the
guest speaker, I knew Al Scott from 25 years earlier and throughout both of our careers
and I said to him - now he is the vice commander of the Air Force Doctrine Center which
has been established by General Folgleman (?). His boss was Maj Gen Ron Keys, as you
know a vice does a lot of the work but a vice is a guy that makes it all happen and the
commander is the guy that opens doors and coordinates with all of the senior levels. He
had basically rewritten Air Force Doctrine to include "How do you operate an Air
Operations Center?" I said "How would you like to be my DO and fly F-16s again for
your last few years in the Air Force?" he said "absolutely." We brought him down as we
prepared for our NORAD operational evaluation and 1 think we watered everybody's
eyes during that evaluation, that's when we had those four simultaneous inspections.
F: The grand slam.
A: Yea, the SEADS, WADS, NEADS all being inspected by ACC and us our AOC
being inspected by NORAD and all four of them received outstandings. We had gone
down that path that really prepared our people in a great way. Another thing that
happened to me personally was that I'd been selected earlier to be the vice Joint Task
commander for "Roving Sands" Roving Sands was an annual exercise both live and
simulated that is run in these parts. It is the largest exercise that is run in the U.S. The
JTF commander was at the time Lt Gen Buck Kernan. We had gone through the practice
session, he was commander of the 18' Airborne Corp which was an Army Corp. He had
also had a great history in combat, he'd been with "Just Cause", he's been with "Desert
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War", he'd done everything. During that training session I learned a lot from Gen
<
Kernan and then when we actually did the primary exercise for Roving Sands. The day 1
walked in he was nominated by the President to be the new Joint Forces Command
Commander, a four star billet and he kind of ?? and said "you've got it Larry, I'm out of
here." Which meant that he had to go prepare for a congressional confirmation hearing
and to get smart on this command. So he left me in charge to run that big large joint
exercise and it's basically, the major part of that exercise is an air defense exercise. The
integration of all components of the armed forces do that. So, it is fortuitous (?) that
these things started coming together, the fact that Col Scott had come in there and in my
opinion had allowed us to set up a real operational Air Operations Center, that I'd
personally had this training experience, ? and mentored literally by my own DO, Col
Scott who new everything there is to know about Air Force Doctrine, about Joint
Doctrine and how to do things like that. These experiences were, I would say they
allowed me to react very quickly and our command to react very quickly, right after 9-11.
So, that is the command and control chuck of that. Now on the other side of this, of
course when I say this, I don't just mean the Air Operations Center at CONR, what I
really mean is the command and control capabilities of our sectors as well. Because we
have done all of this together, their ability to operate and to integrate with us was also
part of that preparation that we'd done before.
F: Okay
A: Another interesting thing is the technology had changed over the course of the past
two years. We were totally hooked up to the global command and control system which
was GCCS, it does a lot of things, GCCS does, one it gives you what is called a
situational awareness picture of the entire US, we had that under one system but this is an
upgraded system that we had. One of the things that I also did, was it gave us this check
on-line check capability that we'd learned to do so well. We not only were able to
communicate every minute really with NORAD and with each others - the sectors, every
sectors talked to one another, talking to CONR AOC and talking to NORAD and also
Canada and Alaska. That was important, another stoke of luck in this thing was that a
year earlier we had decided to build a classified video conference room facility that cost a
significant amount of money. That particular room, I think, I don't know if you have
seen it or not, but it is called the VTC facility with a whole bunch of people up there and
it gives us a building to run ability to run classified VTCs with all of our sectors,
NORAD and Alaska or the Pentagon, whomever we need to get on with. I was a little
concerned with the ?? that we had before, I questioned myself as to whether or not I was
being a good steward of our funding, but when you put all those things together, it gave
us great capabilities to respond after 9/11 from a command and control perspective. So
you can call it foresight or you can call it luck, whatever it was, it all came together and
gave us a great capability. Our flying units of course, we've been able to maintain 10
flying units even though only 7 of them were actually pulling alert for us at the time.
You can go back in history, there was a time when we thought we were going to lose all
of our flying units and for sure at one time they talked about going down to four alert
sites. If we'd have been down to just four units, our ability to react at all would have
been negligible. For example, when the Air Force had proposed that we go down to four
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alert sites at one time we would have never been able to cover - we might have been able
to cover New York for a short period of time. We wouldn't have been able to cover
Washington DC as quickly as we did in the after math. We wouldn't have had alert sites
anywhere nearby and our units took their jobs seriously. But, not only that, but we had
worked very hard over the past few years doing something that we call "mainstreaming
First Air Force" that was our theme one year.
F: I remember
(Tapes has a break, he asked her to call him back in 30 minutes)
F: Okay, sir where we left off was you were telling me about
A: We were trying to mainstream 1AF.
F: Exactly, you were doing some mainstreaming. So if you would like to go from there.
A: Well, we've worked very hard to make sure that the training profiles for our flying
units were the same as they were for all flying units. That had happened several years
earlier as well, in mainstream 1AF we did a little bit of trading with the general purpose
force and worked with ACC so that we had a couple of air training event for the general
purpose units and a few left for the folks who had traditionally done just the air defense
mission so that the bottom line was when 9-11 occurred the training for all of our units
was the same. I think we were well trained throughout the country to be able to react to
the threat and the aftermath of 9-11.
F: How has the mission changed since September 11 th ?
A: The important thing after 9-11 came very obvious, with the ops temp that our flying
units were incurring, that we were going to have to persuade ACC and the rest of the AF
to put ONE into the AEF. Prior to 9-11 we had been unsuccessful in getting the AEF
center to be responsible for relieving our air defense units when they went overseas. For
example, when the 125lh out of Jacksonville, deployed to Southern Watch they did not
get any relief from their flying commitment. I mentioned the 125lh because the 125th in
particular because they were pulling alert down at Homestead AFB had a need to have
some aircrew relief, so that had to be worked primarily by the unit, the 125th and was
somehow from our staff got substitute people to help them out. So in the aftermath of 911 it became critical that we become part of the AEF system as it were. In fact, we had
General Howard Chandler who was the ACC DO and many of the people from the AEF
center up at Langley come down to Tyndall on two different occasions. We finally
persuaded them that this was the case. We had to have relief for those units that were
flying on orbit over Washington DC and New York on a regular basis. Otis ANGB,
Dellington (?) ANGB, Atlantic City, Fargo and Richmond for that matter, Selfridge, all
these units were doing practically nothing but flying orbits over Washington DC and
New York and over other parts of the country as they were required to do. Some of these
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units like Otis and Dellington (?) and Atlantic City had flown their entire years worth of
flying time in about the first two months.
F: That's amazing.
A: Yea, it is amazing. But it took a while, I mean it was after the first two months, really
after about November that we were able to persuade them, their had to be relief. These
people could not do this. First of all, flying orbits over the cities is not good training. It
is just like a Navy ship leaving port and going out on a cruise the pilots are the best
qualified the day they leave. When they come back, they are not. The same is true when
we sent people overseas; we sent them overseas they don't do any training. They are
performing combat missions or patrol missions which are poor training. When they come
back, they have to spin back up. A lot of people weren't deploying anywhere but they
weren't flying any training missions either. They were flying nothing but operations on
Noble Eagle. We had to get that resolved and that is a continuous battle because the Air
Force is totally over tasked. There is not enough people, not enough airplanes, not
enough missions to be able to do what it needs to.
F: What did getting employment in the AEF, how did that help?
A: At our command post, the difference was that prior 9-11, we had 38 people that ran
our AOC day-to-day. In the after math of 9-11, we eventually had nearly 500 people
running the AOC.
F: Writing ATO for the whole thing?
A: Writing ATOs, doing 24-hour shifts, working the comm. piece. You know comm.
alone, we had to add over 50 people alone in the communications. Because of the
burden, we had to do.
F: If I can back up a little bit, having the AEF and ACC DO coming down to Tyndall to
get the issue resolved of people doing CAPs and so forth. How did they get relief?
A: We had to have other units come in.
F: That did happen?
A: It did happen, of course.
F: They were active duty units?
A: We had active duty and guard. We deployed, even though Eglin had been supporting
with our CAPs over the Atlanta area and also with the alert in the Atlanta area in order to
get some relief up in the Washington DC area, 16 F-15's from Eglin were deployed up to
Langley AFB in order to do that and initially I think, we had aircraft deployed from a lot
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of guard units that were up for their AEF rotation anyway deployed up to the Northeast in
order to fly the CAPS.
F: Wow! Just what a trickle affect that's going to have. If they were AEF anyway somebody else had to cover them.
A: What it really meant was that some of the units, especially some of the active duty
units that were scheduled to rotate home did not rotate home.
F: Wow, Okay
A: For example, even in a year as we are right now. I don't know what's going on right
now and we are at a higher level today, and everything that we are doing today, although
it is in the press, some of that is classified. But, the units that were on CAP when I left,
we I was retired was for example the F-15 wing at Lakenhees (?) England was scheduled
to deploy to Otis should we go back up on CAP over New York and of course we are up
over New York the press says today, so I don't know whose flying it, but when I left, the
unit that was scheduled to do that was Lakenhee (?) Wing in England.
F: Do you think it would be, I wonder if I should interview somebody about that? The
AEF part of it, like the ACC DO maybe.
A; Yes, Chandler, now he's just gone up to Alaska but he's got an assignment to Alaska,
I don't know if he's left yet or not.
F: You were talking about having to have over 50 people in communications alone at
that point. Okay, what else?
A: Well of course, in combat plans, a huge function in combat plans, you talk to Mike
Leper more about the details of that but we were use to writing a single ATO every week
for all of our alerts, prior to 9-11. Then after 9-11, we had to write an ATO every day
that was larger than Northern Watch and Southern Watch combined.

F: Wow
A: Oh yea, this was no small effort. So now you have the combat plans people that are
writing the ATO. You also have the current operations people that are now on the floor
representing every specialty that we have command and control, AWACS, fighters,
logistics and we had to have these people on duty and then if there was a change in the
ATO and we had to go do something else. Then they had to adjust the ATO and.make all
the coordination in order to make it happen. ??? we did not have a strategy cell, every
AOC has a strategy cell. In the early days after 9-11, within about a week, I relieved our
DO at the time and the guy who came down to us was a guy named Col Steve Callicut,
have you heard that name?
F: I don't think so.
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A: CALLICUT, Steve Callicut, we called him coldcut. Steve is a genius, he was the vice
commander of the ACCISRC. Do you know what that is?
F: No.
A: It's called the Aerospace Command and Control Intelligence Surveillance and
Reconnaissance Center, we refer to it as the center.
F: I can see why.
A: Basically, they are responsible for programming all of the command and controls, and
communications capabilities for the USAF. So Steve came down to be our DO about a
week after we started into ONE. He looked around and said "where is your strategy '
cell?" I said Steve, we don't have enough people, of course we didn't have enough
people for anything. We were using every single body in 1AF and there was 167 people
and we need 500 people to run this thing. He said "where is your strat cell?" I said "I
don't have one." He said "Let me think, you know the ACC IG team isn't doing
anything." and of course they're not, so all the fighter pilots from the IG team came
down and became our strat cell.
F: Wow, that's a good story. I can give him a call.
A: Oh, you've got to talk to him. I think he's in the process of retiring, but he is going to
be in FCF, by the way he is a total asshole, but he's brilliant sometimes you just kind of
have to blow it off, because especially it seems like when he doesn't know the
organization, he's like that, and I didn't know whether or not I could stand to keep him
around because he beat up our people so bad; but after he was there for a while, he
became part of the team.
F: Okay, that sounds good. Are there any other points you want to make about how the
mission changed?
A: Well, the mission changed, but now we are suddenly finding ourselves having to look
into the interior of the country and we didn't have the capability to do it. There were
three things that we had to do, we worked this out,vS4eye CallicuJ^kind of led the effort on
this. We said there are three things we've got to do, firsToT affwe've got to have radars
hooked up so we can see the interior part of the country; #2, we have to have radios so we
can talk to these pilots,
F: I did hear a little bit about that.
A: Okay and thirdly, we have to have a command and control system capable of
plugging all those radars and radios into thatsyjiem.SQ.Ihat the sectors can actually see
and talk to our fighters. We brought gown(£tGen LeThefermy who was the commander
of the electronic systems command near Boston,-if s Handbcoin (?) AFB and she came
down. Major Gen Bob Vehler (?) who was commander of the Center the ACCISRC, and
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Howy Chandler came down and the three of them working with our team came to the
agreement that those were the things that we had to do. That came to be somewhat of a
problem, it came to about a 80 million dollar bill. We started going down that road and
suddenly realized that somebody was going to have to pay for it and it became an issue
but eventually got resolved.
F: Howard Chandler is the ACC/DO
A: Yes, not Howard Howy, his name is really Carol or something like that.
F: Howy, okay
A: He goes by Howy
F: These are all going to be great people to talk to for the Chapter 4 actually. Okay,
anything else before I go on?

.

A: No, go ahead.
F: All right, after 9-11 a lot of units became attached, a diverse Air Force, some of these
units weren't traditional, your alert units, how did they adapt to the new commitment they
were being given?
A: The bottom line is very well. The kinds of missions that we were flying here, were
the kinds of missions that you would fly in defensive counter air in any theater that you
might be deployed to either in Southern Watch, Northern Watch or in Afghanistan so
they were flying combat air patrol, people know how to fly combat air patrol. The
biggest problem was probably somehow personalizing this thing because some of these
units did not know us personally. It was difficult to resolve that, but one of the things
that we did eventually probably to late but we did it eventually, later than it should have
been done, but I got my IG Don Hansen and my Safety Officer Denny Peoples and our
Logistics Officer was with them as well and they traveled around to all of the units that
were pulling alert and flying CAPS for us around the country. They were a sight for sore
eyes, those units were desperate to talk personally so somebody from 1AF. They had
questions that we could not necessarily answer, "how long are we going to do this?" in
many cases we found that their orders were inadequate, that their alert facilities needed
some work and we were able to go back in and help them with that, being an advocate for
that. The biggest problem
End of Tape Side A
Beginning of Tape Side B
A: (cont.)

so I think that was the useful thing.
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F: How do you think September 11th changed with the AF at large and public think about
the Air Sovereignty mission?
A: I think the public already expected us to have Air Sovereignty, they may have not
even been able to spell the word Sovereignty but they expected that we had it. I think
most people that I've talked to were rather amazed that we had notional sovereignty but
not very good Air Sovereignty. I think the rest of the AF, certainly General Jumper was
extraordinarily supportive of this mission as well as was General Folgel (?) who became
the vice Chief of Staff of the AF. But I must tell you that again, with shortages of
resources, people, money and aircraft, this mission is still in conflict with other missions
that the AF must do. So it presented significant challenges and in some cases
compromises on how we do our business just in order to be able to do everything that
we've been challenged to do. For example, manpower became an issue, certainly after
the first of the year the Secretary of Defense was under some pressure to bring down the
total number of people on active duty. The AF had stop loss for all of their people. We
had mobilized a lot of people, even though you know we'd done this, you would allow
our wing commanders to use volunteers, to use technicians, to do other things. But we
still had in the AF about 2 percent more people above over strength than any other
services. I think we had about 4 percent over strength in the Army and Navy were in the
neighborhood of just under 2 percent over strength. We were doing a lot more, I think
most of us were frustrated with that in that the Secretary of the Air Force, Secretary
Roach (?) said we've got to come down, we've got to on the active side, you've got to do
away with stop loss and we've got to demobilize and we could some. By now we had
things in place, we had added security at the airports. We were controlling entrance into
the boarders Intel was certainly focused on the interior of the country. We had better
radar coverage, we had airplanes positioned better to be able to respond anywhere around
the country. So we could come down some of our people. But, our flying units asked me
every time, "well what if we do back up to a higher level?" I told them, I said "here is
the instructions, my instructions, man to the current level not to the what ifs." Our
problem is shortly after that occurred we were told right back up and do more orbits and
do more things especially over the 4th of July timeframe and of course big time today
over the 9-11 time crunch. How do you do that, you know you can't just go to a guard
unit and say "I told you to demobilize, well I want you to go back up to operating just
like an active duty unit, and oh by the way 1 want you to start doing that today or
tomorrow." So I can tell you what, we had not demobilized very much as of July 4th and
even though there was great pressure on us to come down, it's good that we had not
demobilized because the tasking was beyond the capability of a volunteer guard unit to
been able to respond, had they not still been mobilized.
F: Okay, that's interesting.
A: In the command and control arena, we saw no let up at all. We were still publishing
ATOs, even though we had reduced the ATOs from everyday to three times a week. It
was still a big effort and there was no way that we could cut our manning significantly.
Our manning drifted down, it drifted down from nearly 500 people we had down to 350
people or so by the time I retired.
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F: Can you characterize your tenure at 1AF and was there a struggle to save the mission
and your organization?
A: Yes, let me give you a perfect example. When I first moved down to Tyndall as a
vice commander in about January in 1997. I became the commander in December of
1997, that was just under a year that I was the vice commander, 11 months. The QDR Quadrennial Defense Review had been released and when I moved to Tyndall, I thought
well here I am in Florida, I ought to think about buying a boat or something down here. I
never bought a boat, because there was always a movement afoot to further shut down
1 AF the CONR mission the NORAD mission in general to the point that I always thought
that I'd might be out of there and so I never bought a boat the whole time I was there.
There was great pressure in the first year because of the QDR which made no sense at
all. The QDR talked about the four-corner defense said I don't know if I told you this
before, but I always said, that four-corner defense might be good in basketball and that's
where the term comes from. The term developed in the Atlantic Coast Conference I think
the University of North Carolina at one time developed something called the four-corner
defense that became very popular. But it had absolutely no applicability to defending our
country. It was ridiculous to start with, but yet it became popular. So there was a fight
just to maintain the number of alert sites that we had. We thought we could operate fairly
reasonably with about 10 sights, we thought 8 was about the absolute highest risk we
could do and we ended up with 7, so we didn't feel particularly comfortable with 7, great
large distances between alert sites. Then of course, the real issue was that there was a
move afoot to close 1AF without any alternative way of doing the mission.
F: If there is a move to close 1 AF, does that just close the whole mission?
A: That's what actually ended up happening, after a couple of years when the decision
was finally made when we were not going to close 1AF. There was also pressure to close
other numbered air forces, 8lh AF, 13th AF and others, I think there was a move afoot to
change the way we fight wars. The ways we fight wars is with numbered air forces in the
lead. I think there was a move afoot to do something different with that. That finally
became unpopular, I mean it lost its interest, so people just said "we'll just keep our
numbered air forces." Then at the last minute, I got a phone call from Gen Hawley, who
was commander of ACC and he said to me again two things the first one was "my staff
has given me a compelling argument as to why we that we should move all the forces out
of 1 AF, all the fighter units and move them into 9 th , 8Ih, and 12lh Air Forces." He allowed
me to respond to him and when I did respond he left all ten units into 1AF. Then number
2, he called me again and he said "my staff has come to me and offered one more time,
what is your position Gen Hawley on closing 1 AF?" He gave them a very short answer
that was exactly the right answer - it was really a question. He said "I have no position
on whether we close 1AF or not but is there a better way to do the mission?" That
stumped them, I think what they thought was, there was no mission. But as a four-star
general, he realized that we'd better protect our borders. We better have Air Sovereignty.
That alone, that question, "is there a better way to do the mission?" that forever put to
bed the idea of closing 1 AF at least for a while. They'll wind anything in the AF, you go
to the Pentagon, I use to go to the Pentagon and you'd think that some crazy cost saving
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idea had been killed and then you turn around and it's like those trick candles on birthday
cakes, you blow them out and you turn around and put your back to it and it is lite again,
the candle is burning brightly again and they you try to blow it out again. But that put it
our for the rest of my tenure in 1AF. Although, I'm told that the QDR that was being
worked in 9-11 actually occurred. That the Secretary.of the Air Force Taber (?) shutting
down 1 AF and the rest of the mission or at least reducing it further.
F: With that 1997 QDR, when you stepped in then, December 97,1 believe it came out in
May, if I have that right. I was told that Gen Estes wrote a letter to the joint staff that
said "we can't do that with 4 sites."

A: He did
F: Did this idea ever get on to Congress or just kind of die right there?
A: No attempts were successful in getting the AF to commit to 7 alert sites. He actually
said "I can live tieh 7 or 8", I would have preferred him to say 8. But he said 7 or 8.

F: And you got the 7.
A: We got the 7
F: I want to talk about a little bit in the book about your El Paso example and I've heard
about it before that...
A: At the last of 1997 first of all, we believed the cold war was dead even though the
Russians certainly still had bomber aircraft capable of attacking the US and they
exercised regularly being able to attack the US we know that. But, we thought that the
biggest threat to the US in the briefing that I always gave that the biggest threat to the US
was going to come from an asymmetric threat, from a terrorist or a rogue nation or maybe
associated with the drug cartels to some degree. The picture that we use to have on one
of our slides there, dating all the way back to 1997 and 1998 was Osama Bin Laden.

F: Yea
A: So our concept was that they were attacking ??? so we thought that our responsibility
was to be able to stop that terrorist from attacking us. But the attack we thought would
come from outside the US, so thought that was our job. We thought that if it was inside
the US that was the job for law enforcement, and it is.
F: Right
A: or was, until 9-11. When you say stopping people, you don't just talk about airplanes
go up on alert or up on patrol. It is the whole thing, it's the intelligence, surveillance,
reconnaissance, knowing that people are there and plan to attack you is just as important
and of course we didn' t have any of that until 9-11. I had Mr. Easch who at the time was
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the Deputy under Secretary of Defense for advanced technology, I was briefing him on
our proposed cruise missile defense initiatives. As I talked about (our scenario was) as a
cruise missile with a weapon of mass destruction; being it chemical, biological, high
explosives or nuclear on a barge and it launches into the US. He said to me "I'm worried
about someone taking an airplane off from within the US and using it as a weapon of
mass destruction." I don't think he envisioned someone highjacking and airliner and
crashing it into the world trade center, but I think he envisioned a light airplane or
business jet that had been stolen either to drop some chemicals or biological agents or
maybe even to crash it. But I don't think anybody really imagined a weapon of mass
destruction like we had on 9-11 in 01. Now, you asked me what did you ask me?
F: I asked you about when you were there, I heard there was some kind of a stuggle
going on, kind of a slide 31 and you getting phone calls that you're shutting down. I
mean, I just can't imagine what that would be like, being the commander of your
organization of which you are very proud and does a good job.
A: Not only that, we were doing business doctrinally in a very sound way.
F: Right
A: There were people then that said "we can do this another way" and it was not going to
be doctrinally sound. They were going to have headquarters that were better off doing
things like long range planning, securing resources and that sort of thing. They wanted to
get them into the operational business and that was their alternative for it might have
been a way to answer the question to General Hawley "Is there a better way to do this
mission?" the answer was there might be another way but there is not really a better way.
I tended to put that to sleep. We established a roles and mission study we called it RAM
F: Yes, I have those briefings. Okay
A: The reason that we did that was that we wanted to have documented a study that
before the QDR came around that said here is the way we're doing the mission now and
here are the alternative ways that we can do the mission, is there a better way. If there
was a better way and it was doctrinally sound, then I was prepared to beat the drums and
go do that. What the roles and missions study found out was, there were other ways to do
the mission but in no case did you save any resources and in every case it was not
doctrinally sound. The reason I thought that was important was because a lot of decisions
that I saw being made in the pentagon when I was up there, when they were doing QDRs
were just fly by night ideas. There was no analysis and then they did the analysis after
the fact and many times you had to end up fighting a bad idea with analysis when the bad
idea never had any analysis to start with. So we got that on the street. That did a lot of
good things for us. I never thought, and my hat is off to Paul Pacma (?), General Pacma
(?) who run that study group, what it did for us was it finally convinced the folks at the
guard bureau that this was not a mission, it was not a sunset mission, in other words, the
first question we asked, let me back up here just a little bit. The first thing I ask them was
go out and find out "is this still a valid mission?" You go out and talk to the commander
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of NORAD, to ACC, to leadership all over the Air Force and find out for me. Everybody
says this is a sunset mission in the National Guard Bureau and they are not giving us any
resources. You find out that and by God if there is no mission, we will shut down now.
The answer came back, of course there was a mission and then after I asked the mission
question, they I asked the question "is there .a better way to do it?" and if there is a better
way to do it, we'll do it. Of course, the answer was "there are other ways, but not
necessarily better ways."
F: Right
F: Do you think the general public, you kind of said before, they might not know how to
spell Sovereignty but, I don't know before 9-11 the general public understood about air
defense sectors or alert facilities, do you?
A: No, I don't think so, I think they just made an assumption, they made a lot of
assumptions, of course they always assumed that we could protect this country. We
could control our boarders, there were not people flying around this country without
clearance to do so. It even went further, we found out during the ballistic missile defense
debate that most Americans thought that we had ballistic missiles as well. Not only do
we not have ballistic missile defense, we have very little defense at all in this country, for
this country.
F: Anything else on that topic of the so called "Sunset Mission"
A: Only that prior to 9-11 there was still those elements within the Air Force that were
willing to shut down the mission completely.
F: When you say shut down the mission completely, do you mean no alert sites?
A: No alert sites, no command and control capability
F: I find that amazing, maybe just cause I work for you guys -it's just I don't know.
F: In the chapter I want to talk about some of the things that were going on in 1AF
before 9-11, the Payne Stewart incident comes to mind. Col Scott said it was in a way, a
strange precursor to 9-11 in that fighters were up and do you have any thoughts on that?
A: Well it was, because, but you know the Payne Stewart wasn't the only incident. The
Payne Stewart incident ended badly and it was in the interior of the country. The
significant thing is that we could not see that aircraft for the most part, so our sectors
were working very closely with the FAA to track that airplane and they could see that
information through our ?? so we thought we knew where that airplane was and we
thought we knew where that airplane was, but we really were using the FAA radar and
FAA positioning in order to us our fighters. But we were able to divert fighters that were
on training missions. We were able to get units like Fargo, interestingly enough the first
responders over the national capital was a 199lh Fighter Wing and the aircraft that were

monitoring the Payne Stewart aircraft when it finally crashed were from the 119lh at
Fargo.
F: Okay
A: But, all that proved to us was that we couldn't see, couldn't talk over the central part
of the US. We had make shift ways of being able to do it. We had helped other
airplanes, there was another airplane that took off out of New York someplace and the
FAA called us and said "hey, this guys not responding and he's now going out to sea" we
scrambled aircraft out of Otis I believe it was, that eventually intercepted the aircraft and
were able to get the attention of the pilot who was lose and was flying over the overcast
and he was about 150 miles out to ocean, over the ocean. We got him turned around and
we actually ended up saving that aircraft. So some of those incidents have occurred over
the years. So the Payne Stewart was just one example the other example I just gave you.
F: Okay, explain to me the importance of drug interdiction and do you have any good
examples of ... like 1 said I am working with Col Purez (?) to get some information from
him about that.
A: I can go back a lot longer than that -I use to pull alert down at Homestead AFB when
I was a Captain 1970 time frame. We were involved in the drug mission in 1970. We
were down at Homestead because the Russians were flying in and out of Cuba, so most
of our scrambles were on a aircraft penetrating the ades (?) or in some cases running
drugs. I can remember chasing drug runners in those days. But our mission again, the
counter drug mission if not a mission of the USAF, but it is a mission that we have letters
of agreement with customs to assist them. At one time customs use to sit side by side
with our sectors using our radar command and control picture to do their job. Then they
built the AMIC Air Merit Time Interdiction Center (?) out at Riverside California, on
March AFB. They have their own command and control capability out there. So we
worked hand and glove with them. If they were not in a position to intercept a track of
interest, then we would intercept that track and follow that track until law enforcement
could divert it with other aircraft or helicopters, or we would tell them where that aircraft
was landing, so that they could send in the police or sheriff or whoever.
F: Have their been times when we've actually had fighters just following these guys
until...
A: Absolutely
F: Wow, I'd like to
A: And it goes back thirty some years ago.
F: That would be good, I'll try to get some statistics on that from Col Purez (?) Can you
suggest any other people I might talk to about the struggle to keep the mission going,
besides Col Navin(?) and Col Scott and yourself?
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A: Anyone that works up at ACC, that was there during the 90's, is probably the leader in
trying to shut things down. You might want to get his perspective
F: I think it's not a bad idea, it shows different opinions and different voices.
A: I'm trying to think of this name. Cowboy is what we call him. Ask Col Scott. Crabbs,
Cowboy Crabbs.
F: Do you know how I can get in touch with General Pocmara (?).
A: No, but if you call General Wherely, BG Wherely at the 113th FW
F: I just talked to him today.
A: We you should have asked him
F: I'm actually going out there next week.
A: We he is a personal friend with Pocma(?), I think he talks to him fairly regularly.
F: What he can do is tell him what we are doing and give him my email address of
something and see if he would like to talk.
F: All right General Arnold, thank you very much.
A: You're welcome, I'd like to talk some more.
F: Yea, I'd like to talk some more. Bye Bye
End of Tape Side B.
END OF INTERVIEW
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Describe the events of Sept. 11 in your office and at HQ 1AF. How did
you first hear of the tragedy and what was your first gut reaction?
NORAD was in the middle of a major exercise - our staff wsa in place at the
aoc and we had just completed a vtc w/ norad to include the cine and alaska
and Canada as well, the canr and anr and us
There were some real world things going on the north that alaska had puleld
out of theexercis
Came out of the vtc, ready to sit in battle staff position for the ex,
Kelley duck, my exec off, handed me anote from theneads commander, bob
mar, known as bomar, that simply said, boston centerreporting hijacking and
requesting assistnace
I was told this was real world, understanding this is real world is obviously
imporant, so I rushed downstairs to our battle staff position, I was there,
allour people were in position really
We have a board that tracks eerything, and we couldn'tsee it (could not see
the track), th ephon
In the middle of an exercise, we understood how the very involved process
is supposed to work
If faa has hijacking, considered a law enforcement issue
Faa is supposed to call national military command center at pentagon, duty
officer there is always a brig gen, the deputy director of operatins,
He in turn calls cheyenne mtn and find if norad assets are available to help
faa in whatever part of the country its in, thenthey're supposed to go to
secdef for approval to use dod assets to help law enfrocment officials, in this
case the faa

Faa at boston center did not have a telephone # to call and had worked with
otis ang and knew enough to call

Alert pilot actually answered the telephone and he gave them the telephone
for NEADS, who then told otis toget on battle stations, engines not running,
but pilot in airplnae
By time I talked to bob marr, he said he had them on battle stations and he'd
like to get them airborne,
I said go ahead and scramble them andwe'll get authorities later
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Got theminto whiskey 105 - a prety easy thing to do.
He scrambled them and in meantime I picked up the phone and talked to DO
up at norad, he said, yeah, we'll work this with the national militar command
center, go ahead and scramble the aircraf
In the same minute the first aircraft out of otis got airborne, we were sitting
at dyess and haveeverything in the world up there to include a tv, always on
the news stations, we looked up there on cnn and there's the smoldering hole
in the north tower of the wtc
I remember thinking at the time could this possibly be the hijacked airplane
and almost discounted it, because it was boston center, and this was new
york city
Our radars look outward, we look outward, so we wren't tracking it
But we are definitely suspicious, but still aren't convinced this is anything
more than a terrible accident and evenif it wre the hijacked airplane, it might
have been an accident
Saw the second plane hit, my thought at the time was my god, was that a
replay of the first one, then I realized theire were 2 smoking holes and not 1
and at that time, I think all of us, I did, 2 is beyond the realm of probability
for 2 accidents to occur like that, we were under attack in my mind at this
time
I thought it might be prudent to pull o ut of the exercise, which we did, we
called norad, they were aware of what had happened obviously, we pulled
out of the exercise
Getting calls about united 93, worried about that, get another call from
boston cetner, turned out to be the airplane that had already hit the south
tower but we didn't know that
We scrambled neads the langley f!6s to go up over Washington, d.c., got
planes over d.c. because of possible hijacks toward d.c., not flight 77
Crashing into pentagon
The only airplane we realy had visibility on before it impactedwas united 93,
we were getting info from the faa and the northeast was positioning that
aircraft where the faa told them it was
Right there in the midle of all that, there was another plane called possibly
higjacked, a delta aircraft, which eventually landed in clevelenad
We were concerrned about 93, this delta aircraft, and trying to find aircraft
in the vicinity to help out.
Didn't know where it was going to go, were concerned about detroit, it was
going north
Fighters out of gas with no armament,
Thencalled toledo ohioguard unit,

r
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Thought 93 or delta might have beentoward Chicago'
Neads called Syracuse and eventually got them moving in the directiono f
getting airplanes airborne
Then watched the track as it meandered around in the ohio-penn area and
start to turn south toward d.c. by now the pentagon has been hit and we
haveaircraft on orbit, happy hooligans of 119th at farg, now orbting over
wash., d.c., and had been for awhile
It headed toward d.c., the desire is to move the fighters toward those aircraft
Aas we discussed it, in conference call, decided not to move fighters toward
93 until it was closer because there could be other aircraft coming in, by
now, a # of aircraft being called possibly hijaced, and went on for next few
hours - 21 potential hijacks in the system, a lot of confusion as you can
imgine
Conference call - between us and our three sector commanders, at the time,
we had not established procedures to net with the rest of the dod,
Were some of those procedures out there, indeed perhaps as much as anhour
is lost here, but certainly a couple of hours after this initial attack is over, I
received a phone call from norad j3, rick fenley, and he told me about this
domestic threat conference that was ongoing between nora, jcs, white house,
national military command center, fbi/cia, faa, he suggested we become part
of that conference which we did and by now we'd beentasked tofollow the
pres who waw sdown at sarasota
Fortunate we had an awacs aircraft in florida area off the east coast, pres was
over at sarasota on the west, told awacs to move toward sarasota
As all this is going on, I talked to gen eberhart about what we were doing, he
said great, get everything you can airborne and get it all coordinated, I told
him we were launchin g airplanes all over the country and getting them up
on orbit over all the the m ajor metroppolitan areas
Cincnorad would inform secdef and chairman of jcs, and that I should call
the chief of staff of the air force about what we were doing, time was
criticla, we both did
I had a hot line to the air force xo, director of plans and operations for the af,
when I hit the button, thought I'd be talking to gen. fogelson? But instead
get jumper answered the phone directly, not often you call chief of staff of af
and he answers phone directly,
All phones were forwarded down to him
I told him, here's what we're doing boss, we got our airplanes airborne all
oer the countyr, here's what we're doing
By now cincnorad had already declared scatana,
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The military assumed control of the airspace, we now ordered the faa to
have all aircraft land at nearest suitable airport, would not let any aircraft
fromoutside the u.s. com ein to the u.s. and simultaneous, the faa grounded
all aircraft takinig off through the u.s. an ddid that very quickly after 2
aircraft hit the wtc
By the tim ethe 3rd aircraft had hit the pentagon, this had happened
I was told later sec minetta himself had ordered all aircraft to stay on the
ground, no aircraft to get airborne at the time
Faa/dept of transportation were complementing decisions of gen eberhart
who had ordered scatana, possibly stopped another aircraft that could have
been a potential hijacked aircraft, had found boxcutters, etc. on itcould have
been another hijacking had they not declared scatana
Also as this is all transpiring extraordinarily rapidly, by now united 93 had
crashed into the dirt in pennsyl, 100 miles from d.c. at that particualr time,
some 5 minutes later, the president, through the vp, gave authority to shoot
down civilian airplanes that looked like they wre attempting to be used as a
fuel-air bomb
To me I have the authority in case of an emergency to declare a target hostile
and shoot it down under an emergency condition,
I had every intention of shooting down united 93 if it continued to progress
toward wash d.c. and any other aircraft coming toward it that day, whether
we had authority or not,
It was comforiting to know we legally had the authority from the pres. Of
the united states
Came out after the fact after all aircraft had either crashed, but we're still
working the system becasuse 21 called hijakced,
Five or six after the first aircraft crashed, stil working hijackings
Moving awacs toward pres, pilot thought he was in an exercise, gen
robinson, commaner of 552nd at tinkerhad worked up a deal w/in the past
year to divert some of his training missions onto onrad exercises,
Awacs pilot thought it was an exercise and then told what happened at wtc
and realized his responsibility to follow th pres
We told him tofolow af 1 and he asked the question we'd asked, where is it
going and we said we can't tell you, just follow it,
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• We scrambled fighters out of tyndall afb to track, then it landed at barksdale,
then scrambled out of ellington by now they were escorting af 1, kept one
airplane initially overhead landed the other fighter at barskdale and refueled
Went to offut, took off and landed there, he could go to stratcom facility,
many many floors under the ground, real safe facility, was there when we
got into the conference call I was referring to before
By now the pres is involved on this conference call, this is really kind of
interestng to me, we did not have a speaker phone,
I had kelley duckettlistening to the conf call for at least an hour, and kelley
said to me, this is pretty interesting, the pres and secdef are talking, so I said
let me have that
They were tlking about whether it would be safe for the pres to come back to
wash and get airborne,
Wash d.c. had been declared a free fire zone, anything coming in there not
friendly, the pilots had an awesome responsibility of shooting it down
We had some light aircraft that did fly thru the area but our pilots were smart
enough, wise enough that they weren't a threat to anyone
We were watching potential hijacked aircraft, I"m on phone listening to
pres talk to secdef, they were concerned about an aircraft that had taken off
from madrid, was going to jfk airport,
Potential hijack airplane,
Didn't know where plane was
About that time bomar calls who also was on the conference but he called
me and said we just talked to the company and that aircraft isback on the
ground in madrid
Plane was on the ground
I picked up the hotline and said mr. Pres and said this is conr commander, he
proably didn't know what conr meant at the time and I told him no prob
w/madrid,
It was vlid inf, the pres said, ok, then I'm getting airborne
Interestingly enough I learned after the fact, th e pilot of afl had talked to
f!6 pilot who had landed at offut and told himhe didn't know they would
take off
The f!6 pilot is sitting there at baseops
That ws the first day for us, in the meantime, that ended up being the last
aircraft we put to bed as not being a hijakced airplane, by now the problem
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is pretty well solved, only aircraft and law enfrocement and rescue aircraft,
esp. in wash., d.c. and ny areas after attack
Our problem is now onw of continuing to build some kind of picture of
where wer'e going to put aircraft on orbit in case there's a followon attack of
sometime

You and your people at 1AF have briefed terrorism for a long time:
Were you particularly surprised at the events of Sept. 11?
As much as you brief what could happen in the future, I think from an
intellectual standpoint, we relized the greatest threat to u.s. prior to 911 was
going to be aterrorist type attack, I did not envision that it would be a
hijacked airplane that would be run into bldgs. Like that
Thought maybe a plane would be stolen and come from out the u.s. and have
a bio or chemical or nuclear weapon on board, that was our thought
That is what our mission was about, our mission was not about the internal
threat, it was about the external threat,
Nord biz, looking outward at thingss coming in to this country envisioned a
stolen aircraft with a weapon
Bugs, chemicals or nukes on board - that was what we practiced in
exercises,
Exercisees on how to get it to land or get approval to shoot that airplane
down
Talked to deputy undersec of defense for advance technology, mr joe easch
When we hd this advanced tech demo that we had been working for a # of
years, whole purpose was to have a capability to protect and shoot down a
cruise missile off the coast of ht e u.s.
He asked what capability we'd have if an aircraft ook off within the u.s.
Maybe anairplane that took off with malevolent attempt (intent?)
I told him anything inside the u.s. was a law enforcement issue, not our issue
We should have realized, definitions are interesting,
The only people who could intercept an aircraft is the u.s. mili
We ghout about terrorists, thought in terms of weapons os mass destruction,
and this was a weapon of mass destruction,
Even prior to 911, country changed definition from NBC (nuclear,
biological, chemical) to CBRNE
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Chemical, bio, radiological, nuclear,
Included high explosives w/mass casualties, soby dfmtion it was a wepon of
mass destruction
No, did not envision people hijacking airplanes from within the u.s. taking
over those aircraft and using them as a fuel air bomb
This was very clear to me what had gone on, what amazed me was you
could have that many aircraft actually jijacked in a coordinated fashion witin
the country
This attack, from start to fmsih, occurred in about an hour and 17 minutes. It
was very quick and well-coordinated.

When something like his happens, as CONR/1AF leader, you obviously
have incredible trust in commanders in the field to make the correct
decisions ... can you characterize the trust you have in your people,
especially the commanders?
The reason we have trust and faith in people, we train everybody to do their
job, do lots of exercises, sectors run their own exercises, we haqve a region
runt he tneiter conr ex to include sectors and norad runs exercises that
include allt her gions plus the sectors
Whenyou comine all those things,we know how to do our job
More importantly we are inspcected, norad inspected us in 1999 in January,
and air combat command simultaneously inspected our sectors and all threee
sectors plus our aoc and all three sectors all received outstanding
li have a lot of confidence in our people at every level, I have confidence in
our own staf, we knew how to run an aoc, how to obtainand to allocate and
apportion resources
Confidence in our sectors, they know the rules we live by, of course very
early on, which mde thins a lot simpler, cincnorad named me as conr
commander to be the joint force air component commander and along with
that title the area air defense commnder and along with that the air control
authority for the continetnal u.s. so we were reponsible for antyhlgn that
flew in the united states
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If someone wanted to fly a plane, they had to come thru us, when we them
ilitary still had control in the airspace
Yes I had confidence in our people, we train daily, we exercise and we
inspect so we already knew our people wre very confident and capable and
doing the job

The response at NEADS and throughout CONR was incredible: How
would you characterize the job everyone did?
I must admit I was astonished, shouldn't have been, but was astonished at
how well and how smooth the response was after the fact
One of the tings we do not exercise very much because of the threat to the
country in the past from soviet untion gone a long time
Our exercises neve rincludedour fighter units
We did a lot of training w/our fighters and smal exercises, but didn't include
them in our exercises, nor did we ...

How has the mission changed since Sept. 11?

Can you explain how new attached units to 1AF respond or answer to
you? Some of these aren't traditional alert units ... how have they
adapted to the new commitment and how did they adapt to Sept. 11
when tasked by NEADS?

On another subject: Can you characterize your tenure at 1st Air Force.
Was there ever a struggle to save the mission and organization?
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How has Sept. 11 changed what the Air Force at large and public think
about the air sovereignty mission?

You had an £1 Paso example: Can you tell me about that?

What is your goal for this book?
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The response at NEADS and throughout CONR was incredible: How
would you characterize the job everyone did?
I must admit I was astonished, shouldn't have been, but was astonished at
how well and how smooth the response was after the fact
One of the tings we do not exercise very much because of the threat to the
country in the past from soviet untion gone a long time
Our exercises neve rincludedour fighter units
We did a lot of training w/our fighters and smal exercises, but didn't include
them in our exercises, nor did we ...
9/11/02
you shouldn't be astonished bcuz it was an evolutionary process that had
occurred over the past # of years
during killeys' regime at suggestin of gen ashey what you really have here is
an air operations cener
gen killey started moving in that direction when I was down there as vice
commander of conr
al guarino - extensive experience in the expeditionary air biz which would
make it ideal for how to understand an aoc
stroke of luck for me: the time we did the change of command in dec 1997,
shortly after that, I had trouble getting a replacement for a do
and the af was not forthcoming w/anyone and durng a mtg I went to, col. Al
scott was guest speaker and I knew him from 25 years earlier and both of our
careers
I said tohim, by now he is vice commander of af doctrine center
Scott had rewritten af doctrine to include how do you form an aoc
Got col. Scott down as do as we prepared for NOE
Aoc inspected by norad - all 4 received outstandings
We had gone down that path that really prepared our people in a great way
I had been selected earlier to be the vice joint task force commander for
roving sands, an annual exercise, live and simulated - largest exercise run in
u.s. annually
The jtf commander was It. Gen. buck kernan - he was commander of 18th
airborne corp, an army corp,
I larned a lot from gen. keman and then when we actually did the primary
exercise for roving sands
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The day I walked in he was nominated by pres. To be the new joint forces
command commander and he shook the stick and said you got it larry I'm
out of here which meant he had to go prepare for congressional confirmation
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I ran big large joint exercises - major part of exercise whan an air defense
exercise,
Fortuitious that these things started coming together the fact that coll scott
had come in there and in my opinion had allowed us to set up a real
functional aoc
I've had training plus being mentored by my own do col. Scott who knew
everything there was to know about af doctrin,e joint doctrine
These experiences allowed me to react and the command react very quickly
right after 9/11
On other side: don't just mean conr aoc, the command and control
capabilitiesof our sectors as well, their ability to operate and to integrate
withus was part of that preparation we had done before
Technology had changed over the course of the past few years - we were
totally hooked up to the global command and control system, gees - it does a
lot of things, 1, gives you a situational awareness pic of the entire u.s., we
had that under one system, but this was an upgraded system,
It gave us this unline check capability we had learned to do so well, not only
able to communicate every minute really w/norad and each other and every
sector talking to one another, talking to conr aoc, but also with cnada and
alaska
That was important
Another stroke of luck: a year earlier we had decided to build a classiifed vid
teleconferencing facility that cost a signif amount of $$$
Can have classified vtcs w/sectors, conr, canr, anr
When you put all those things together, it gvae us great capabioity to
respond after 9/11 from a command and control perspective
You can call it foresight or luck, but whatever it was it all came together and
gave us ag reat capability
Our flying units of course - we had been able to maintain 10 flyiing units
even though only 7 were pulling alert at the x
There was a time when we thought we would lose all our flying units and
one time they talked about 4 alert sites, and it we had been down to 4 units,
our ability to react at all would have been absolutl negligbile
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We would have never been able to cover d.c. as quickly in the aftermath at
all, we wouldn't have had an alert site anywhere near by
Our units took their job seriously but not only that but we had worked very
hard over the past few years of doing something we called mainstreaming
1AF
We worked very hard to make sure the training profiles for our flying units
were the same as all flying units, that had happened several years earlier, in
mainstreaming laf we did a little bit of trading with gp forces and worked
w/acc to have a couple more air to air traning events for the gp units and a
few less for the folks who had traditionally who had done the air defense
mission
Wheen 911 occurred, the training for all our units were the same
We were wll-trained throuout the country to handle the threat and aftermath
of 9/11
How has the mission changed since Sept. 11?
The important thing after 911 became very obvious, w/optempo flyiing units
incurring we'd have to persuade ace and the rest of the af to put operation
noble eagle into the aef
Prior to 911 we'd been unsuccessful in getting the aef center to be
responsible for relieving our air defense units when they went overseas
For example, when the 125th at jax went to southern watch they didn't get
any relief from their alert commitment and indeed none of our flying units
had any relief at that time
125 alert at homestead afb had a need to have some air crew relief, that had
to be worked primarily by the unit and with some help from our staff to get
substitute people to help them out
in the aftermath of 911 it became critical that we became a part of the aef
system
gen chandler - acc/do and many people from aef center at langley came to
tyndall on 2 different occasions
we persuaded them this was the case
we needed relief for units flying on oribt over d.c. and ny on a regular basis
otis ang, burlington, atalntic city, fargo, and richmond, selfridge, all thes
unitswere doing practially nothing but flying orbits over watshinton d.c. and
new york and other parts of the country as they were requried to do
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otis, burlington, atlantic city flew their entier year's worth of flying time in
about the first two months
but it took awhile, it was after the first two months, after about november
could not do this
flying orbits over city is not good training
like a navy ship going on cruise
no training in wartime
our people weren't deployted anywhere but not doing trainign missions
we had to get that resolved
as a continuance of battle because the af is totally overtasked, not enough
pepole., not enough airplanes
had other units come in, active duty and guard,
eglin started supporting us w/atlanta
then in Washington, d.c., eglin f-15s deployed to langley
aircraft from a lot of guard units up for aef rotation anyway deployed up to
the northeast
some of units - active duty units didn't rotate home out of asia, etc
even a year later, the units on tap when I was retired was the fl 5 wing at
lakenheath england was scheduled to deploy to otis should we go back up on
cap over new york
our command post - prior to 911 had 38 people that ranour aoc day to day
in the aftermath of 911 we had eventually 500 people running the air
operations center
writing ato, 24-hour shift work, com piece - had to have over 50 people in
communications alone
(gen chandler is in alaska)
combat plans became a huge function - talk to mike lepper
we were used to writing a single ato every week for all of our alert prior to
911 and after 911 had to write an ato everyday that was larger than northern
watch and southern watch combined
this was not a small effort
now you have combat plans people wrting ato, have current operations
people on the floor representing every specialty we have, command and
control, awacs, fighters, logistics, had to have these people on duty
if a change to ato had to adjust ato
and coordination for all of it to happen
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didn't have a strategy cell - every aoc has a strategy cell
early days of 911 within about a week I relieved our do at the time and the
guy who came down was col. Steve callicut - steve is a genuis - vice
commander of the aclisrc - aersospace command and control surveillance
and recon center - refer to it as the cente r
responsible for progrmming all of the command and control and
communications capability for the u.s. air force
steve became our do about a week fter we started in operation noble eagle
and he looked around and said where is your strategy cell I said steve we
don't have enough opeople
we used every single body in laf- that was 167 people and we needed 500
people to run this thing
the acc/ig team isn't doing anything so all fighter pilots from ig team came
down and became strat cell
now suddenly looking in the interior of the country and didn't have
capability to do it
three things to do:
1) have to have radars hooked up so we can see the interior part of the
country
2) 2) radios to talk to pilots
3) have to have a command and control system capable of plugging in all
those radars and radios into that system so the sectors can actually see
and tlak to our fighters
brought down It. Gen. leslie kenny, commander of electronic systems
command up near boston at hanscom afb and she came down, mgen bob
beiler, commander of the afZsirc, center,
acc/do howie chandler - 3 of those guys w/our team came agreement
came up to an $80 million bill
eventually got that responded

Can you explain how new attached units to 1AF respond or answer to
you? Some of these aren't traditional alert units ... how have they
adapted to the new commitment and how did they adapt to Sept. 11
when tasked by NEADS?
Bottom line is: very well
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The kinds of missions we were flying were the kinds of missions you'd
fly
in defense of counterair in any theater deployed to, southern watch, northern
Doing caps and people know how to fly combat air patrol
Biggest problem was somehow personalizing this thing
Some of these units did not know us personally difficult to resolve that
One of the things we did eventually, probably too late, I got my ig, don
hansom and my safety officer, denny peeples and a logistics officer was with
them and they traveled to all the units that were pulling alert and flying caps
for us around the country and they were a sight for sore eyes for those units
Those units were desperate to talk to somebody for 1AF
People had questions
Alert facilities needed work and we were able to go back in and help with
that by being an advocate for that
Biggest problem areas were probably not just units used to pulling alert but
some were pullling alert at a base when wing commander wasn't in ace
Like travis, amc base
How has Sept. 11 changed what the Air Force at large and public think
about the air sovereignty mission?
I think the public expected us to have air sovereignty but they expected that
we had it
Most people I talked to are rather amazed we
Certainly gen j umber, extraordinarly supportive of this mission as well
Vice chief of af
I must tell you again w/shortages of resources, people, $ and aircraft this
mission is still in conflict w/other missions that the af must do and so
presetned significant challenges and insome cases compromises on how we
do our business in order to be able to do everything it is we've been
challenged to do
For example: Manpower became an issue, certainly after the first of the year,
secdef was under some pressure to bring down the total # of people on active
duty and the af had stop loss for all of their people and we had mobilized a
lot of people
Still had in theaf about 2 percent more people above endstrength than any of
the other services
4 percent over army and navy
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we were doing a lot more
most of us frustrated w/that in that the secaf, sec roche, said we've got to
come down, we've got to
had stepped down
had added securtiy in place, intel was focused on interior of the country,
better radar coverage, airplanes positioned better to be able to respond
anywhere around the country
our flying units ask everytime: what if we go back up to a higher level?
My instructions: man to the current level not to the what-ifs
Shortly after that occurred told right back up w/more orbits especially
around 4th of July
How do you do that: you just can't go to a guard unit and say I told you to
demobilize and then tell them to operate like an active duty unit today and
tomorrow
Good we haven't demobilized, tasking was beyond capability of a guard unit
to respond had they not been mobilized
In command and control - still haven't let up at all
Reduced ato to 3 x a week but still a big effort, no way we could cut our
manning
On another subject: Can you characterize your tenure at 1st Air Force.
Was there ever a struggle to save the mission and organization?
Transcription:
Yes, when I first moved down to tyn as a vice commander in about jan of 1997,1 was vice commadner for
11 months. The qdr had just been released
1 moved to tyn thought and well here 1 am in fla 1 ought to think about maybe buying a boat or something
down here and 1 never bought a boat because there was always a movement afoot to further shut down laf,
conr, the norad mission in general to the point that 1 always thought 1 might be out of there and so I never
bought a boatthe whole time I was there
The qdr didn't make any sense at all - for comers defense - 4 comers defense might be good for basketball,
that's where the term comes from ... but it had absolutely no applicability to defending our country it was
ridiculous yet it became popular
So there was a fight just to maintian the # of alert sites that we had we felt we could operate fairly
reasonably with about 10 sites, we thought 8 was the absolute highest risk we could do and we ended up
with 7 - 1 didn't feel partciulary comfartlbe w/7, there are great large distances between the alert sites
And then of course the real issue was there was a move affot to close laf w/out any alternative way of
doing the mission
^
After a couple of years there was a dec finally made - also pressure to close other nafs, 8 af, 13 af, anc
others and a move afoot to change the way we figth wars, the way we fight wars is through nafs
Ends transcription
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Qdr had just been released and when I moved totyn thought here I am in fla,
I thought maybe I should buy a boat but never bought a boat because there
was always a movement afoot to further shut down laf/CONR, and the
NORAD mission in general to the point I always thought I might be out of
there so I never bought a boat
Great pressure in the first year because of the qdr and it didn't make any
sense at all
Qdr talked about 4-corner defense, might be good in basketball
Ridiculous - fight to maintain # of alert sites we had but it became popular
Thought we could operate failry reasonlby w/8 sites
Didn't feel particularly comfortable w/7
Real issue was: a move afoot to close 1AF w/out any alternative way of
doing the mission
Also pressure to close other numbered air forces
We fight wars w/numbered air forces
Last minute: got a phone call from gen hawley commander of ace and he
said to me again: 2 things
My staff has given me a compelling argument as to why we should move all
of fighters into 9th, 8th and 12th air forces and he allowed me to respond to
him and when I did, he left all 10 units to 1AF
2: called me again and said my staff has come to me and offered one more x,
what is your position, gen hawley, on closing 1 AF and he gave them a very
short answer that was exactly the right answer:
I have no posiiotn on whether we close 1 AF or not but is there a better way
to do the mission?
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That stumped them, what they thought was, there was no mission
But as a 4-star general he realized we had to protect our borders and have air
sovereignty
That question alone: is there a better way to do the mission put to bed
forever the idea of lAf at least for awhile
Go to pentagon and think some crazy cost-saving idea had been killed, like
trick candles on birthday cakes, candle burning brightly again
Im told qdr being worked when 911 actually occurred the secaf favored
shurring down laf and reducing air dfense further

Gen estes was successful in getting the af to commit to 7 alert sites, he said I
can live w/7 or 8, but he said 7 or 8, and we got 7
You had an El Paso example: Can you tell me about that?

We believed the cold war was dead even though the russians still had
bomber aircraft capable of attacking the u.s. and exercise regularly to attack
the u.s., we know that
But we thought the biggest threat to the u.s. was going to come from an
asymmetric threat, from a terrorist or a rogue nation or maybe even
something associated w/drug cartels to some degree
Picture in a 1997-98 slide was osama bin laden
Our concept was
We thought our responsibility would be able to stop that terrorist from
attacking us but we thought the attack would come from outside the u.s.
We thought an inside u.s. attack was a job for law enforcement and it is, or
was, right up until 9/11
The intel, surveillance, recon, knowing that people are there and plan to
attack you is important
Mr. Easch, at the time, the deputy undersec of defense for advanced tech., I
was briefing him in our proposed cruise missle defense initiiative,
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Scenario: a terrorist w/a cruise missle with a weapons of mass destruction on
a barge and launches it against the u.s.
He said to me: I'm worried about someone taking off in an airplane w/in the
U.S.

I think he envisioned a light airplane, a biz jet, or an airplane stolen to drop
checmicals or biological agents
I don't think anybody really imagined a weapon of mass destruction
What is your goal for this book?
Sir, you assumed command of 1AF in December 1997. The QDR had come out in May
suggesting the four-corners defense. When you took command, where was that proposal?
Did it ever go to Congress and what do you know about the Gen. Estes letter to the joint
staff?

We were doing business, doctrinally, in a very sound way
People who said we can do this another way and it was not going to be doctriinally sound
Might've been another way to do mission, but not a better way
I artemted to put that to sleep
RAM studies
Reason we did that was we wanted to have documented a study that before the qdr came
around said: here's how we do the mission now, here's alternative ways we can do the
mission, is tehre a better way
If tehre's a better way that wsa doctrinally sound, I was prepared to beat the drums and
go do that
Ram study found out: there were other ways but in no case did you save any resources
and in every case it was not doctrinally sound
A lot of decisions I saw made in pentagon were fly-by-night ideas, no analysis, did
analysis after the fact and many tmes you ended up fighting a bad idea w/no analysis to
start with
Ram study did a lot of good thigns for us
Hat off to gen pochmara who ran that study group
What it did for us was convince the folks at the guard bureau, I'm convined anyway, this
was not a sunset mission
First thing 1 asked: is this still a valid mission?
Talk to commander of norad and ace and leadershipo all over the af an dfind out for me
Find out: if there's no mission, we'll shut down now
The answer came back: of course there's a mission
Was there a better way to do it? Other ways, but not necessarily better ways
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Public made an assumption: always assumed we could protect this country, control our
borders, we found out during the ballistic missile defense debate that most americans
thought we had ballistic missile defense, not only do we have that but very little defense
at all for this country
Prior to 911 there was still those elements w/in the af who were willing to shut down the
misison completely
No alert sites, no command and control capability

Explain the importance of drug interdiction ... any good examples?
Used to pull alert at homestead when I was a captain, 1970 timeframe, and we were
involved in the counterdrug mission in 1970, down at homestead bcuz russinas were
flying in and out of cuba but most of our scrambles were on aircraft penetraining adiz or
in some cases running drugs
I can remember us chasing drug runners in those days, coutnerdrug mission is not a
mission of the us air force but a mission we have letrters of agreement w/customs to
assists in
At one x, customs used to sit side by side w/our sectors using our radar command and
control picutre to do our job
Then they built the air martime interdiciton and have own command and control
capabioity out there
We workhand in glove w/them
If they are not in a position to intercept a track of interest we would intercept until law
enforcement could take it
We'd tell them

Explain how you looked at the cruise missile/rogue nation threat? Did you think of some
rickety freighter in the Gulf that could have this capability. What did you envision?
Payne Stewart incident - how was it an erie precursor to 9/11?
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Payne Stewart incident ended badly in the interior of the country, signif thing, could not
see that aircraft and sectors worked w/faa to track that airplane and feed info to us
Used the faa radar/and faa positioning in order to use our fighers, we were able to divert
fighters on training missions and get units like fargo
119 first over nation's capital
119 monitoring payne Stewart when it crashed
all it proved to us: couldn't see, couldn't talk over central part of the u.s.
we had helped other airplanes, one had taken offf out of ny someplace, somebody went
out to sea, we scrambled aircraft out of otis that evetnually intercepted the aircraft and got
attention of lost pilot
ended up saving that aircraft

1998-2000 struggles - ACC programs calls for closure of 1AF; Slide 31; Roles and
Missions team; struggle for AOC recognition
New World Coming

Who's good to talk to about struggle besides Col. Navin and Scott?
ACC guy who is very negative: Cowboy Krebbs
Ask Col. Scott

Sir, this is Sept. 11, 2002, how has your life changed?
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